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Playwright David Ives's follow-up assortment to the award-winning assortment All within the
Timing pushes his present for wacky one-act comedy to new heights: mayflies on a date notice
they've got purely twenty-four hours to live; a washing-machine repairman falls in love with an
ideal washing machine (should he inform his girlfriend?); an out-of-work shmo comes to a
decision to spend his day being painter Edgar Degas; Babylonian blue-collar employees need
to construct the Tower of Babel -- or else. Zany, thought-provoking, and continually original, this
anthology brings jointly all of the one-acts from the Off-Broadway hit Mere Mortals and from the
all-new Lives of the Time Flies and Other Short Plays Saints, in addition to a number of new and
uncollected plays, together with Bolero, Arabian Nights (which premiered on the celebrated
Humana pageant in Louisville), the fairway Hill, and Captive Audience.
the second one Ives’ collection, Time Flies, has an analogous verve that every one within the
Timing has, yet lacks a similar creative punch. the various new assortment fit the highlights of
the 1st (particularly Degas C’est Moi, Captive viewers and Arabian Nights) an identical pithy
repartee, an analogous comic story in step with moment ratio, and makes an individual excited
about theater (even a small highschool theater within the Himalayas) start to think all
demeanour of possibilities. yet others lack an identical punch, probably simply because they
punch too hard, include loads of absurd sexuality (Mystery at Twikinham Vicarage) or profanity
(Babel’s in Arms). a similar issues I enjoyed from Ives’ first assortment are in abundance here,
however the missteps are steeper and the unfold from “Love it!” to “leave it” extra palpable.
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